Drill: Sing, Sang, Sung

Set: Set #1  Count: 0 Move: 0
Drill: Sing, Sang, Sung   Set:

**All HOLD 28**

Sing, Sang, Sung - mm. 13-20 - 16 counts
Dancers and Guard - Run/Complete move from 1-3
Twirlers - Move through opening to position
All others SLIDE 16 to position

Sing, Sang, Sung - mm. 21-34 - 28 counts
All HOLD 28
Drill: Sing, Sang, Sung
Set:

Set #4  Count: 84  Move: 16

Sing, Sang, Sung - mm. 35-42 - 16 counts
Guard Drums - HOLD 16
Trumpets/Mellos and Clarinet/Piccolo - FTL 16
All others - SLIDE 16 to position
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Drill: Sing, Sang, Sung   Set:

All SLIDE 32 - Visual Units alter path around winds

Sing, Sang, Sung - min. 51-66 - 32 counts
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Drill: Sing, Sang, Sung   Set:

Sing, Sang, Sung - mm. 101
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